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The present paper is the result of bibliographic work started approximately in 1995 
and partly included in the author’s Ph.D. thesis. 
Definition of aphyllophoroid fungi. The homobasidial hymenomycetes with 
fruitbodies of non-agaricoid and non-boletoid morphology are regarded here as 
aphyllophoroid fungi. The genus Tulasnella with basidia divided by septa in later 
development stages is also included. The genera Plicaturopsis (Trogia) and Schizo-
phyllum are described by Serzhanina (e.g. 1994) as agaricoid taxa, but usually they 
belong to aphyllophoroid fungi. 
The life form assemblages of fungi to which the references refer to are abbrevi-

















Where the life form assemblage or basidiomata morphotype of some genera is 
controversial, the full names are listed, e.g. Climacodon, Creolophus, Hericium, Irpex, 
Lentinellus, Schizophyllum, Sparassis, Trogia. Hericium can also be considered as a 
clavarioid fungus with positively geotropic branches. 
Conventions used in the bibliography. The bibliography includes all references 
printed in Belarus and abroad containing occurrence data of aphyllophoroid species 
for the modern boundaries of Belarus. Each species is usually indicated by its epi-
thet but can also be indicated in some cases from a generic name. For example, 
Golovko (1991) mentions Craterellus but this implies Craterellus cornucopioides. Many 
references do not include distribution data, but their occurrence in Belarus can be 
deduced from the text. For example, Golovko wrote that hir brushures on house 
fungi (1966b, 1981) were based on the observations and collections in Belarus, but 
no data on species localities in the country were given. 
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Some data on aphyllophoroid basidiomycetes were found in references with a 
very different subject, e.g. nine species were mentioned in an account on Belarus 
lichens and mosses collected in 1923 (V. Savicz & L. Savicz, 1924: 63). Numerous 
publications on Heterobasidion annosum s. l. root rot biology, pathology, and combat-
ive measures contain data on the fungus occurrence in Belarus and so were in-
cluded in the bibliography. The same principle was applied to the references relat-
ing to Thanatephorus cucumeris, the disease of potato and other cultures and Typhula 
incarnata, the disease of cereals. 
Bibliography format. The entries are based on slightly modified standards ac-
cepted in “Bibliography of Systematic Mycology” (e.g. Bibl iography…, 1992) and 
short bibliography on fungi of Ukraine (Minter, Dudka, 1996: 357–361). The biblio-
graphic text portions translated by us are included in square brackets with the ex-
ception of author names which are in their original spelling but that are also in-
cluded in square brackets. 
The bibliographic references are presented in a relatively unabridged format 
and for listing them in other publications, users may choose to abbreviate them 
depending on the demands of that publication. 
 
1 ANON (1983).   	
  (Albatrellus) [Albatrellus]. In ﬁﬀﬂﬃ! "#  $%&'% ( )
*"+
 , -/.10ﬁ234 i [Belarus nature encyclopaedia] 1 1: 75. (P) 
2 ANON (1983). 5 678:9;<	=>	? i @  (Auriscalpium) [Auriscalpium]. In ABC1DFEHGIJK!L"D1M  
JND'NPOL"D  QRK/G I NST i [Belarus nature encyclopaedia] 1: 170. (H) 
3 ANON (1983). U ’ VXWYZ[\']^WZ  (Bjerkandera) [Bjerkandera]. In _`a1bFcﬁd1egfh!ibj  fk bFl
kmgi"b  nhod1eﬁkpq i [Belarus nature encyclopaedia] 1: 288. (P) 
4 ANON (1983). rtsu i v1wyxz{  (Coniophora) [Coniophora]. In |}~1FH!"1  g"  
Ł
/H i [Belarus nature encyclopaedia] 2: 473. (Co) 
5 ANON (1983).  :"R"  (Coriolellus) [Coriolellus]. In ﬁ1g"    ¡g"  
¢
 H £¤ i [Belarus nature encyclopaedia] 2: 504. (P) 
6 ANON (1983). ¥ ¦§R¨	©:ª'©¬«­  (Corticium) [Corticium]. In ®¯°±²ﬁ³1´gµ¶·"±¸  µ¹±¹ºg·"±  
»
¶/³ ´ ¹¼½ i [Belarus nature encyclopaedia] 2: 502. (Co) 
7 ANON (1983). ¾ i¿ÀÁÂ  (Hydnum) [Hydnum]. In ÃÄÅÆÇﬁÈ1ÉgÊËÌ"ÆÍ  ÊÎPÆ'ÎPÏÌ"Æ  ÐRË/È1ÉﬁÎÑÒ i 
[Belarus nature encyclopaedia] 1: 46. (H) 
8 ANON (1983). Ó ÔÕÖP×gØ	ÙØXÔ  ÚHÛÜÝÞ , ÚHÛÜÞ  ÜPßàáPâHÞãÞ	ß  [Piptoporus betulinus]. In ä åPæ
çèéﬁê1ëgìíî"èï  ìðPè'ðPñî"è  ò í/ê1ëﬁðóô i [Belarus nature encyclopaedia] 1: 376. (P) 








i [Belarus nature encyclopaedia] 2: 136–137. (Cl) 
                                                 
1 Full title: SHAMYAKIN, I.P. et al. (eds) [ ! "#%$ i & , I. ' . i i () . ( *+,.-%/102+3  457689%:;
< )]. = > ?
@ACBEDFGHJIALK  GMACMNIA  O PQRS.T1U i [Belarus nature encyclopaedia] 1–5.  V i WXY : Z[\ ]
^  i _a`  
b
. cde%f1g i [Minsk: P. Brouka Belarus Soviet Encyclopaedia Publ. House]. 
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10 ANON (1983).  
	  		  [Sparassis crispa]. In ﬀﬂﬁﬃ "!#%$&ﬀ('  !)ﬀ*)+"$"ﬀ  
,
#-ﬃ  )./ i [Belarus nature encyclopaedia] 2: 136. (Cl) 
11 ANON (1984). 021	31 i 4	  [Clavulina]. In ﬀﬂﬁﬃ5 6!#7$&ﬀ('  !)8ﬀ4)+6$&ﬀ  
,
#-ﬃ )9./ i [Bela-
rus nature encyclopaedia] 3: 25. (Cl) 
12 ANON (1984). :;<4= i >9?A@  (Lenzites) [Lenzites]. In BCDEﬂFG5H6IJ7K&E(L  IM8E4MN6K&E  OJPG5HMQR i 
[Belarus nature encyclopaedia] 3: 238. (P) 
13 ANON (1984). :TS@"U  [Sarcodon imbricatus]. In BCD5E
FG5H6IJ%K"E(L  IM8E4MN6K&E  OJPG5HMQR i 
[Belarus nature encyclopaedia] 3: 209. (H) 
14 ANON (1985). VXW*YZY9[ ic (Sparassis) [Sparassis]. In \]^5_
`ab"cd%e&_5f  cg8_4gh6e&_  id-a b6j
gkl i [Belarus nature encyclopaedia] 4: 578. (Cl) 
15 ANON (1986). mn(o8pY9qZr&nn5s([  (Albatrellus) [Albatrellus]. In t u8vuw6x&y  z{-|wu9}~~v5v  
54
 ŁA
*  *64  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular 
encyclopaedia]: 2 259. (P) 
16 ANON (1986).  A(  (Athelia) [Athelia]. In 8"&  -5 ¡¡  ¢ £5¤4¥  
ŁA
*48*64  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 261. ¦¨§4©4ª"« ¬
­*®A¯(° ±³²
Co) 











 [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 
306. (Ca) 






¶  (Clavariadelphus) [Clavariadelphus]. In º¼»½» ¾6×










 [The nature of Byelorussia Popular 
encyclopaedia]: 296. (Cl) 















 [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 
299. (Co) 








å8æçè é ê4ëì  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 
299. (P) 










 [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 299. (P) 
22  ANON (1986). ﬁ ﬂﬃ	! " #%$  (Corticium) [Corticium]. In &('*)+',.-./  0	132,4'65787))  9 ﬂ*:
;
#<=ﬃ>?@=  AB>" C*<	ﬂ ;DﬀE  =  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 
300. (Co) 
                                                 
2 Full title: SHAMYAKIN, I.P.; MALASHEVICH, YE.V.; KHOVRATOVICH, I.P. et al. (eds) 
F GIHﬀJK@L@MN O P Q R S T U VﬀWV.XZY4[ﬀ\]6^ _%` ab c de@f.g+hﬀi.e@f.j+kml	npo qro+j s+t u	v w+xy+z!{@|6| } ~..~}+Ł++
 @*6  @+! m¡ ¢£¤ﬀ¡ ¥4¦§+¨©Bª*«!¬­®+¨+¯±°
The nature of Byelorussia: Popular 
encyclopaedia]: 600 pp ²³
¨¦´©mµ¶ ·3¸ ¹ º»¼*½ﬀ¾¿º.À.Á Â.Ã+ÄÅÆ@Ç*ÈmÉÉÊ!ËﬀÌ ÍÏÎ@ÐÑÒ.ÓÔ!ÕﬀÖ ×ØÙ+ÚÛ@Ü*Ý!Þßà+Ú+á â
ãäÏå  æ(çè.é*ê6ë¿ìîíé+ï ð ñ ãóò Minsk: Petrus’ Brovka Belorusskaya Sovetskaya Entsiklopediya Publ. 
House]. 
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23  ANON (1986).   	




2/0(  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 
301. (Ca) 
24  ANON (1986). 3546/7+84+7  (Daedalea) [Daedalea]. In 9:;:<>=>?  @ACBﬂ<ﬃ: DEFE";	;  G%HI JLK
8	M	NO*7+M  P O/QSR*T8HIS46/RM  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 283. 
(P) 
25 ANON (1986). UWVXZY+[  (Fomes) [Fomes]. In \] ^	]_>`a  bcCd	_F]fe	gﬃg"^ﬂ^  hiVjk	lﬂm	no/pm  
q
o/r/s t lVjSYu/sm  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 352. (P) 
26  ANON (1986). UWVXvsSwfVjS[s*[  (Fomitopsis) [Fomitopsis]. In \] ^	]_>`a  bcﬁdﬂ_ﬃ] e	gﬃg"^	^  
h%Vjk	l	m	no*p+m  q o/r/s/tlVj Y u/sm  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 
352. (P) 
27  ANON (1986). x yLz{|%}y  (Gloeophyllum) [Gloeophyllum]. In ~ 	>  ﬁﬂﬃ 	ﬃ"	  

{Ł	y		*+  -//}  y{ŁSz/}  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 
278. (P) 
28  ANON (1986). yLz{Ł*{  (Gloeoporus) [Gloeoporus]. In ~>>  C	F ﬃ 	  

{
Łﬂy		/  -/S}*y{Ł z S}S  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 
278. (P) 
29  ANON (1986). ﬂ}*|i{ yL  (Grifola) [Grifola]. In ~>>  C	F ﬃ	  

{Ł	yﬂ	/  
-//}/y{ŁSz/}  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 281. (P) 
30  ANON (1986). 	}SSL  (Hydnum) [Hydnum]. In ~ 	>  C	Ff	ﬃ"ﬂ  

{Ł	yﬂ 
/  -/S}*y{ŁSz/}  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 276. (H) 
31  ANON (1986). %*-L  (Inonotus) [Inonotus]. In  ¡¢¡£¤¥  ¦§C¨	£F¡f©	ªﬃª"¢ﬂ¢  «%¬ L­
®	¯	°
*±
¯  ²-/³S´*µ ® ¬S¶·/´ ¯  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 293. 
(P) 
32  ANON (1986). ¸º¹f»>¹ , ¼½+¾ ë ¿>ÀÁfÂÄÃ  ÅÆÇÉÈ  [Chaga, Inonotus obliquus]. In ÊËÌËÍÎÏ  
ÐÑCÒ
ÍFË ÓÔﬃÔÌ	Ì  Õ%ÀÖ×ﬂØ	Ù	ÆÚ/ÛÙ  Ü-Ú*ÝSÇ/ÞØÀÖSßà/ÇÙ  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular en-
cyclopaedia]: 356. (P) 
33  ANON (1986). áâ-ãfä/å/æç  (Laetiporus) [Laetiporus]. In èéêéëìí  îïCð	ëFé ñòﬃòê	ê  ó%æå ôLõ
ö	÷
çø*ù
÷  ú ø/ûSä*ü ö æå â ý/ä ÷  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 305. 
(P) 
34  ANON (1986). þ5ß   (Osmoporus) [Osmoporus]. In 
		  	ﬀﬁ  ﬂ ﬃ
! "$#&%'"  ()#&*,+-  . /,+,"  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 
321. (P) 
35  ANON (1986). þ0-ß+&  (Oxyporus) [Oxyporus]. In 
		  !ﬀ	1  ﬂ2 3ﬃ
 "$#%4"  ()#&*,+-  . /&+$"  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 319. 
(P) 
36  ANON (1986). ﬂ5.4#+67$%  (Peniophora) [Peniophora]. In 
		89  $:!ﬀ	ﬀ1  
ﬂ  $ "$#%4"  ()#&*&+&- $,.8/ +$"  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 
324. (Co) 
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37  ANON (1986).  	
  (Phellinus) [Phellinus]. In   ﬁﬀﬂﬃ ﬂ!"!#  $&%' 
(
)ﬂ*+	,-)  ./	0		1+%'  2	+)  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 352. 
(P) 
38  ANON (1986).  ﬂ+%-23%  (Phellodon) [Phellodon]. In 45ﬂ6  +7ﬀ"5ﬂ!"!#ﬂ  $&%' 
(
)ﬂ*+	,-)  ./	0		1+%'2	+)  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 352. 
(H) 
39  ANON (1986). $8	'9 %'	%*  (Piptoporus) [Piptoporus]. In 66  ﬁﬀﬂﬃ ﬂ!"!#  $ %(
'
ﬂ)ﬂ*+3,:)  ./	031%'  2	+)  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 
325. (P) 
40  ANON (1986). $&%53'	%*
  (Polyporus) [Polyporus]. In 45ﬂ6  ﬁﬀ"5!ﬃ!#ﬂ  $ %(
'
ﬂ)ﬂ*+3,:)  ./	031%'  2	+)  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 
329. (P) 
41 ANON (1986). ;<5=><5?+@+A  (Ramaria) [Ramaria]. In BCDCE6F6G  HIﬁJﬂEﬃC KﬂL"L#DD  M&NOPQﬂA ?R
S
<:A  T S	U @	VQ+NOWX	@+A  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 335. (Cl) 
42 ANON (1986). Y[Z5\+]ﬂ^-_3^`  (Sarcodon) [Sarcodon]. In abcbdef  ghﬁid"b5jkﬃk#cﬂc  l&^m no
pq
\+`	Z
q  r/`	s	t	] p ^mu_	t q  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 339. 
(H) 
43 ANON (1986). vxwywyz3{ | }	z	~  (Schizophyllum) [Schizophyllum]. In 66  ﬁ  
5Łﬃ#ﬂ  &ﬂﬂ+	-  /3	+	+  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclo-
paedia]: 361. 
44 ANON (1986).  :+ﬂ  (Serpula) [Serpula]. In     ¡+¢7£ "5Łﬂ"#ﬂ  &ﬂ ¤
3:  /			+	+  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 340. (Co) 
45 ANON (1986).  5+ ¥6¥3¥  (Sparassis) [Sparassis]. In  66   ¡¢ﬁ£ ﬃ Łﬂ"#  & ¤
ﬂ+	-  /			+	+  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 344. 
(Cl) 
46 ANON (1986). ¦ +¨§	-   +¥©-  (Sparassis crispa) [Sparassis crispa]. In  66   
¡¢ﬁ£
"5Łﬃ#ﬂ  &ﬂﬂ+3:  /3	6  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular en-
cyclopaedia]: 281. (Cl) 
47 ANON (1986). 
	3ª3	¥
 (Spongipellis) [Spongipellis]. In     ¡¢ﬁ£ ﬃ Ł  
#  «ﬂﬂ+	-  /			+	+  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopae-
dia]: 344. (P) 
48 ANON (1986).  ©-:+¬  (Stereum) [Stereum]. In     ¡+¢7£ "5Łﬂ"#ﬂ  &ﬂ ¤
3:  /			+	+  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 345. (Co) 
49 ANON (1986). ­	®¯® °&±²+³  (Thelephora) [Thelephora]. In ´4µ5¶ﬂµ·6¸¹  º»ﬁ¼·"µ5½¾ﬃ¾#¶ﬂ¶  ¿ ±À
ÁÂ
¯ﬂÃﬂ²+Ä3³:Ã  Å/Ä	ÆÇ3È¯± Á ®É	Ç+Ã  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 
347. (T) 
50 ANON (1986). ­	²+³5Ê>®/Ë ®:Ì  (Trametes) [Trametes]. In ´4µ5¶ﬂµ·6¸¹  º+»7¼·"µ5½ﬂ¾"¾#¶ﬂ¶  ¿&± Á Â À
¯Ãﬂ²+Ä	³-Ã  Å/Ä	Æ	Ç	È¯+± Á ®É	Ç+Ã  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 349. 
(P) 
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51 ANON (1986).   	
  (Tyromyces) [Tyromyces]. In   ﬀﬂﬁﬃ !!"  
#
%$ﬀ&'(ﬀ)+*(  ,-)	.'ﬀ%$ 
 /ﬀ(  [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia]: 
347. (P) 
52 ANON (1989). 0 132457698ﬀ:11ﬃ;3<  (Albatrellus) [Albatrellus]. In =?>@>%ACBD EﬀFﬂGﬃHIJK c LL
MON%PﬀQRSTﬀU+VS W-XYZ+[\^]_`CaZﬀb c
2- d  ef"g . [The nature of Byelorussia Popular ency-
clopaedia. Edn 2]: 3 259. (P) 
53 ANON (1989). hji dk^eﬀl m Athelia) [Athelia]. In n?opo%qrsut^vxwqyoz{ c pp |~}%^ﬃﬀ7

ﬀ}%ŁCﬀ^ 2- Ł  " . [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia. Edn 
2]: 261. (Co) 
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clopaedia. Edn 2]: 306. (Ca) 



















. [The nature of Byelorussia 
Popular encyclopaedia. Edn 2]: 296. (Cl) 
















. [The nature of Byelorussia Popular ency-
clopaedia. Edn 2]: 299. (Co) 

















. [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclo-
paedia. Edn 2]: 299. (P) 

















. [The nature of Byelorussia Popular encyclopaedia. 
Edn 2]: 299. (P) 
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5 The research was cariired out in Belarus, but no study area was mentioned in the paper. 
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6 This is a part of the bigger article: Q'R>S T UVﬂWYXZ[ \]_^'`abadc>^DX'Ve[ \cfgUaihIjk]+Xl+[  (1888). 
Sprawoz mn,oprq_sktIuvgprqwvwsxOpCyz{|n,op}vws~o >zmyu{1'mz7s,vws,uprnŁrzOtkprq~xOprCtrq~vgprq  1887 roku. 
w+  r g }g
czny ﬂ ¡r¢£O¤O¥,¦§O¨1¢~©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°+±1²D³´ µD¶_·¸¹d¹bº>·D²D°+´  (1889). Sprawozdanie z 
»I¼½g¾r¿w½wÀÁO¾ÂÃOÄ1Å,Æ¾}½wÀ,ÆÇÈ}ÉÃÊÂO¼Ä|ÇÈËÊ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ÍÎÀ½wÀ,¼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ÀÁO¾rÇÈ>¾ Ó ÔkÕrÖ×rØÚÙgÛOÕrÜÝÔßÞáàáàáà+âØÚÛOãCä
Pami å tnik fizyjograficzny Dzia æOçOè Botanika i zoologija 9: 55–115, + 1 map. 
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bative measures against it in the BSSR]. In ©ﬁ#E  iŁ
a2ﬁkﬀ  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V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Sakﬀk 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kd  iŁSB  ¬
	-  [The rise of forest production by forest cultures methods and the 
basics of economy organisation in forests of artificial origin]: 31–33. s561#D3  [Minsk]. 
(P) 
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180 FEDOROV, N.I.; YERMAK, I.T. [  	
 ,  .  .;  ,  .  .] (1974).  

ﬀﬀﬂﬁﬃﬀ	
 "!  	# %$  & #'     )(* # ﬀ+  , # -
$  .0/	12$  [The susceptibil-
ity of pine stumps to annosum root rot damage]. 3547698:&4<;4<=>,4  >  ?2406<=874  @89ACB,Dﬃ6 EGF
:-8  [Lesovedenie i Lesnoe Khozyaistvo H Forest Science and Forestry] 8: 123–126. (P) 
181 FEDOROV, V.N. IJ K	"L,MNPOM O QSRUTV)WX"YZO\[G.)M]1^2	_7"
 ' .` ' 1aI Inonotus 
obliquus]. In bﬂ=c2dfe0? g h4<;&diB  hjdj8;&d  kﬃ4l?2g7j)m26 i [Belarus nature encyclopaedia] 5: 
309. (P) 
182 FEDOROV, V.N. IJ K	"L,M,POM O QnRUT)VW)X)YZO oNp-qp-rs  [Cerrena]. In tﬂuv,wx7y2z`{|<}&w,~  
{w`}&w  ﬃ|ly2z7 i [Belarus nature encyclopaedia] 5: 300. (P) 
183 FEDOROV, V.N. [ q	 ,  . Ł .] U))Zﬃs))`%rrs"2ﬃqs ¡r¢£
r"q	"¤i¥	q	)srr¢£¦q	"¨§	©ª©«f2¬)­ ¬¬ ¬)® ¯ °2"srs2±G")q""qs"G ²³
²`%qﬃ"s¥	´rs¨²&²` s rµ¤,¶ﬃ%r¡·²7""¦	%r·s)r 	ﬃ	s)"s¸°`	¶ﬃ%²2¨rs%¤ﬃi
[The BSSR intruduced conifer species ¹º)»½¼¾2¿À-ÁÂÄÃÅÆiÃ&¾ÇÉÈÊ¾Ë<ºÌ%Í)ÎÌ ÍÍÌ Í)Ï*Ð ÑÒÓlÔ)ÕiÖ	×
Cand. Biol. Sci. thesis author’s abstract]: 22 pp. ØSÙÚÛÜ : ÝGÞ  ß	ààá , âNÚÛ7ã)Ù	ã-äiã  
å
ÜÛ`æ	ç%èÙéç Ú ã"ê%ëﬃì"Úfíî  ïíã"ê)ÚÙÜÙ  Ùé . ð . ñ . òäiæ	èç-óÙ	ôﬃê  [Minsk: Acad. Sci. BSSR, 
V.F. Kuprevich Institute of Experimental Botany]. (P) 




 (2002). ö2èÙPïû  è	í"üê  Cantharellus Fr. ó  ß ç-ý
ëiêèiäiÛ`Ù  [Fungi of the genus Cantharellus Fr. in Belarus]. In Yurin, V.M.; Lo-
patin, I.K.; Prokulevich, V.A. et al. (eds þõ÷ß èÙÚ	ø,ð × Ø ×  íæ	ê)ã"ÙÚøâ × ò ×  è	íÜ äiý
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ber 29–30, 2002, Minsk: 33–38. > O6D P M : _a` 8:EIN @b$cIP MQO =  T @ D:NI5  dCeQf  [Minsk: Bela-
rus State University Publ. Center]. (Ca) 
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b E5$7 P O  [Problems of mass mushroom pick-
ing in Belarus]. In Lishtvan, I.I. et al. (eds npo q O6rsN1mFEDHU _ ^ _ ^utv\ b ^H5 @ 8K^ n Ow8:56^
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[Minsk: Institute of Natural Resources Use Problems and Ecology, National 
Academy of Sciences of Belarus]. (Ca) 
186 GILIBERT, J.E. (1781). Flora Litvanica inchoata, seu enumeration plantarum 
quas circa Grodnam collegit et determinavit. Collectio prima. Monopetalæ non 
Figuratæ. Grodnæ: Typis S.R.M. (Ca, Cl, H, Hericium, P) 9 
                                                 
9 The fungal species were listed in the chapter ‘Chloris Grodnensis seu conspectus plantarum 
agri Grodnensis ordine Linneano’. 
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[Moscow: USSR Ministry of Agriculture Publ. House]. (P) 
189 GOLOVKO, A.I. f} ﬃ7ﬃ~7)*kﬀG= I.] (1966a).  )ﬃﬁ">ZY[R
6Bﬁ") i +9"Y
"Z\&
28Z+'&k77476 i [Some data on Belarus house fungi]. 
?7@BADC
i uRT ii 'Ł8   D

R>TB      Y  ''7 ¡ i ¢7£1¤\¥  £1 ﬃ¦ﬃ§7¨  [Proceedings of the BSSR Academy of 
Sciences Series of Biological Sciences] 1: 101–105. (Co, P) 
190 GOLOVKO, A.I. [ ©  ﬃ7 ﬃª7¨« , ¬ .I.] (1966b). ­ «'®Y«¦"¤\¯  ¡°±{'¤ ² ° "³B°7§7´/±µﬃ¯3	±  
¶
°¯¦"¯ﬃ·±1£¤  ±  ®¯°¤  >«'°¸'¤  ·  £±1®±  [Wood destroying house fungi and com-
bative measures against them]: 40 pp. ¹%±1£·8¨7º-»  ﬃ§7¨ _±¼µﬃ¯¥£1±¨  ¾½Minsk: 
Nauka i tekhnika]. (Co, P) 
191 (GOLOVKO, A.I) GOLOWKO, A.I. ½ © «	«¦¨«¿ ¬ÁÀ Â;À ÃÄÆÅÇ"ÈÉﬃÊ`ÀË ³«>°| Ì ± «Í
Ì<«'° « ¦¤\¥ ¡8°±#«¦kÎ¯3«'°7§7·8·8±±
À Die Rundschau der Ordnung Aphyllophorales 
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' ßﬁ . 5–9 ï õ é,+ëﬂ- ô ë  1968 ò . Proceed-
ings of the fifth symposium on the investigation of the myco-lichen flora of the Baltic 
republics (Theses of the 5th symposium of the Baltic republics on mycology and lichen-
ology): 31–36. . èó(/ﬃé1îÁï0ð2143è,+657598Ý: é1ï;+ﬃè<+=+->÷!+6>"é1èê>è|æ Vilnius: Acad. Sci. 
Lithuanian SSR, Institute of Botany]. (Ca, Cl, Co, H, P, T) 
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ìèê>  
[Comparative studies of wood decay ability of the fungi of false polypore 
group]. In Teterevnikova-Babayan, D.N. et al. (eds å æKJ õ + õôõ ìéè1ê÷ìﬀ> -
L
>!-!>ﬃëéÝ  M ß 1;ßè öô ß7ñ ôõö ß åmøÑÝ N*ýO
Rß  P#	#ﬁ  ú	 IV Q ú#ﬁúﬁﬃú
  ﬁ	R	  	3ýSÁúßT 	   	U
þ!	;(þ'ú

üýßﬀ  [Abstracts of the IVth Transcaucasian Meeting on Spore Plants]: 
                                                 
10 Full journal title: V W)XYZ [ \;] ^_`aOb6c`ad  e f;ghOi)j ii klmno p qsr6tu#v6wOx y z{!|H} ~ !  i  ﬂŁﬀ 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of Belarus (Vestsi Natsiyanalnai Akademii Navuk 
Belarusi) Series of Biological Sciences.  i    !#ﬀ6ﬂ ;6  Minsk: Belaruskaya Na-
vuka Publ. House. 
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( 5 Yerevan: Yere-
van State University]. (P). 
193 GOLOVKO, A.I. 5 6 7827"9:7 ; <>= ? @ ACBEDFHG-IJK@ LNMﬁOP4QRSTUQV4WXY2Z-V\[ﬁQ ]4^`_ba2cd]\c
e2f"gihj0kml-npoblf"qrsbfHq t4u vw"xpypzz{{}| Phellinus igniarius- ~ xpyp44 K4- ﬁ -    
Ł-\ﬁ" -"-- 4\)2- 4\m¡\¢ £"\)¤ﬁ¡\¦¥b§2¡£"¨©)-ª4-¡©¤¡242 «
- ¬ﬁ­\®¯®"°­4±2²³)´­µ·¶\¸¹2´}º Experimental study of Byelorussia false polypores 
(Phellinus igniarius-group »K¼\½-¾¼ ½½ﬁ¼ ½-¿ÁÀ Botany. Cand. Biol. Sci. thesis author’s 
abstract]: 22 pp ¼ Â·ÃÄÅÆpÇpÈ ÉﬁÊ
Ë4Ì-ÍÏÎÐÒÑÊ-ÓpÉ Ô4ÕNÕÏÖ×4ØÚÙÛ)Ü-Ý4ÜÞbÜ ß
àﬁá)âãäåæUãç4è-é-ê ë-ì
ç\íﬁî}ïﬁí"è-éç\åàﬁåðåæ¦ñ  ò . ó . ôUõ2ö4÷ø
ùúûpü  [Minsk: Acad. Sci. BSSR, V.F. Kuprevich 
Institute of Experimental Botany]. (P) 
194 GOLOVKO, A.I. ýßþ  Hù 	










Phellinus robustus (Karst.) Bourd. et Galz., Phellinus hartigii 
(Allesch. et Schnabl.) Bond. [The intensity of wood destroying by fungi Phel-
linus robustus (Karst.) Bourd. et Galz., Phellinus hartigii (Allesch. et Schnabl.) 
Bond.]. In Uljanishchev, V.I. et al. (eds =?> @BA&C+DEﬃF-GH1IJ:KML NLFPOﬃQ-L ( QHO .)], R ST U V
WXYZ[  V \]^	_ ` abdc	e:ff  gh  ijk$lmjn  op1qsrutsvwxy  z {7|+{$}1|+{d~$  B+ﬃ1&	  1979 Ł ., 
Ł . ﬁ  [Materials of the Vth Conference on Transcaucasia Lower Plants September 
1979, Baku]: 54–55.    : &  [Baku: Elm]. (P). 
195 GOLOVKO, A.I. [ &

 ,  .  .] (1981). 	B  7 ¡9¢	  ¡     ¢	 £¢:  ¤  
¥
¡-¡  [House fungi and combative measures against them]: 71 pp. ¦§¡ ¥ ¤7¨ : 
©«ª¬&­ª
 ®  ¯°±²-®
­:ª
 [Minsk: Nauka i tekhnika]. (Co, P) 
196 GOLOVKO, A.I. ³µ´¶·¶¸
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¶¹º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ÛﬁÜBÜÆÞÝ Distribution and harmfulness of false polypores 
in the BSSR]. In Dorozhkin, N.A.; Yurkevich, I.D.; Fedorov, N.I. et al. (eds) 
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1982 x . [Ecology and biology of lower plants Abstracts of All-Union Symposium of 
Mycologists and Lichenologists (IX Symposium of the Baltic Soviet Republics 
and Byelorussian SSR Mycologists and Lichenologists)]: 42–43.  
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 [Minsk: The Academy of Sciences 
of Byelorussian SSR, V.F. Kuprevich Institute of Experimental Botany, Byelo-
russian Republic Botanical Society]. (P) 
197 GOLOVKO, A.I. ±³² ´µ6´¶6·¸¹Hº¼» I » ½V¾À¿OÁOÂÃOÄ»ÅIÆµÆ·¹HÇ+ÈHÉ`´Ê´ËÌﬁÍI´Æ`¹IÎÏ6ÈIÐQÍB¾ Albatrel-
lus ovinus) [Albatrellus ovinus]. ÑÓÒÔÕ2Ö×Ø	ÙÚ"Û.Õ6ÜhÙÝÕ'ÝÞ.ÛÕ ß àâáã+äåæ i [Belarus nature 
encyclopaedia] 1: 373. (P) 
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ËAÇ ÌÍ=ÎÏ>Ð!Í  II 21 [Collection of students’ science articles of the 
52nd Student Scientific Conference in Belarus State University, Minsk, April–
May]: 51–53. Ñ Ò;ÓÎﬁÐ : ÔÕÖ  [Minsk: Belarus State University]. (Co) 
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  	ﬀﬂﬁﬀ Malus 
Mill. New and rare species of corticioid fungi (Corticiaceae s. l.) of Belarus in 
consortia of the genus Malus Mill. ﬃ! #"%$'&(*),+-/.0 ! 1(ﬂ-21-30'$'&546. 7&"3#"98  ( ﬃ/ "%:
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ú DFEGHEI , J>EKMLKNEI , NOﬂKNPQ'R*EﬀI  [Vestnik Belorusskogo Univer-
siteta (Vestnik BGU) — Bulletin of Belarus State University Science theoretical 
journal. Series 2. Chemistry, Biology, Geography] 1: 31–35. S ETUV : 
W
T i XOAPU i YZ\[ﬀV>QMO  [Minsk: Universitetskae Publ. House]. (Co) 





fungi in biocoenoses of Berezinskii Biosphere Reserve (Belarus)]. In 
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(26– ÃÄÆÅ »ﬂÇ¹È ÄÄMÉ ·\Ê ËﬀÌÍ»¼µº - Î °Aºﬂ°AÏ¸M³Ï·/Ð,ËºÊ  2. Problems of the botanical sciences at 
the boundary of XX and XXI centuries Abstracts, presented to the II (X) Congress 
of the Russian Botanical Society (26–29 May, 1998, St.-Petersburg), vol. 2: 44–45. 
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µ½Ó½¼®
ºﬂ½ﬀº\³ºÔ´ﬀÕ3Ö . St.-Petersburg: Komarov 
Botanical Institute. (Co) 
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 [Kyiv: M.H. Kholodny Institute of Botany, NAS of Ukraine]. (Co) 
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bonds of corticioid fungi (Basidiomycetes) with vascular plants (Plantae vascu-
                                                 
21 Title page title: « g hiAj
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ences of Belarus Series of Biological Sciences 1: 22–24. (Co) 
423 YURCHENKO, E.O. (2000). Analysis of taxonomical structure of the genus 
Peniophora (Basidiomycetes) on the material from Belarus. In Bondart-
seva, M.A.; Gogorev, R.M.; Zmitrovich, I.V. et al. (compilers) [ E;F:G?7A,/H *JI
@A7 , K . L .; MF8NF,/*J@ , O . K .; PQ+R S-,TF@ART9 , U . V . R  G?, . WYXNFXZS[D \ ], ]_^`abacd^%e>^f`Ng[^hi aZj
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 - ²xJ-?£[/ ³´-µ – ´A¶·%¸T¹/ºN»¼½´%¾%¾A¾¿À ÁdÀ Mycology and cryp-
togamic botany in Russia: Traditions and modern state. Proceedings of the Interna-
tional Conference devoted to 100th Anniversary of Investigations on Mycology 
and Cryptogamic Botany in V.L. Komarov Botanical Institute RAS: 310–312. 
Â
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Ô[Õ?Ö+Õ
ÄÑ - × ·%¹ Ö ·%ØTºJÐ-Å ÕTÙ ºÏZÄÑÒÚ·%Ä'·JÍTº Ö¢Õ?Õ À Saint Petersburg [Saint Petersburg 
Chemical Pharmaceutical Academy Publ. House]. (Co) 














. Biodiversity of corticioid fungi (Corticiaceae s. l., Basidiomy-





¼»· ¿ i Ù Ã;à Ô Ã;·-Ð-ÈÄÀ Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of Belarus Se-
ries of Biological Sciences 3: 35–37. (Co) 
425 YURCHENKO, E.O. (2000). Key to the genus Peniophora (Corticiaceae s. l., 
Basidiomycetes) of Belorussia. üþýòßdîß dýAìxý

ý¯ßê¯ßdîß dýAì . Mikologiya i fitopa-
tologiya 34(5): 37–41. (Co) 











ÌZÃ?·%ÄÑ[Ð . Delimitation of fungal 
genets of corticioid fungi on the base of cultural features. In Soroka, S.V.; 
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boundary of XXI century Scientifical and practical conference (to the 30th anni-








ÌÃ?ºÏ¸T¹/ºÏÏ . Minsk: Belbusinesspress. (Co) 
427 YURCHENKO, E.O. (2001). Corticioid fungi on mosses in Belarus. Mycena 
Minsk, St-Petersburg 1(1): 71–91. http://www.mycena.org/Vol.1,No.1/ 
Mycena1(1)_71-91.pdf (Co) 
















P. incarnata (Corticiaceae s. l., 
Basidiomycetes) È Ä[È»ÎÅÈ¹/à  Multidimensional analysis of variability of Pen-











ings of the National Academy of Sciences of Belarus Series of Biological Sciences 2: 
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. Investigation of the species diversity of corticioid fungi in forest biocoe-








































































































































i c » [Biodiversity of natural and technogenic biotopes of 
the Ukraine Materials of All-Ukraine conference of students, postgraduates, and 
young scientists (Donets’k, 19–22 November, 2001. Part 1. “Physiology, bio-
chemistry of plants and fungi”, “Flora and vegetation of technogenically trans-









6Kdfe  [Donets’k: Donets’k National 
University]. (Co) 











































































. Corticioid fungi 
(Corticiaceae sensu lato) of Belarus and their phenotypical variability. 
[03.00.05 — Botany, 03.00.24 — Mycology. Cand. Biol. Sci. thesis author’s ab-




























 [Minsk: National Academy of Sciences of Belarus, 
V.F. Kuprevich Institute of Experimental Botany]. (Co) 
431 YURCHENKO, E.O. (2001, publ. 2002). On some wood-inhabiting dema-
tiaceous hyphomycetes with remarkable conidia in Belarus. Mycena Minsk, St-
Petersburg 1(2): 32–54. http://www.mycena.org/Vol.1,No.2/Mycena1(2)_32-
54.pdf (Co) 
































zation of corticioid fungi (Basidiomycetes) to the position of wood substratum]. 
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Å l-
ogy]. (Co) 
433 YURCHENKO, E.O. (2002). Non-poroid aphyllophoraceous fungi proposed to 
the third edition of the Red Data Book of Belarus. Mycena Minsk, St-Petersburg 
2(1): 31–68. http://www.mycena.org/Vol.2,No.1/Mycena2(1)_31-68.pdf (Ca, 
Cl, Co, Hericium) 
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434 (YURCHENKO, E.O.) YURCHANKA, YA.A., in co-authorship with Hapi-
enka, V.S. ; Halubkou, U.U. ) [  	
  ,   ﬀﬁﬂ i ﬃ  , ! . " .; ﬀ #
$ %'&
 () , * . * .]  (2002). +, - .0/ –43 [Maps No. 41–43]. In Myasnik-
ovich, M.U.; Kuznyatsou, H.I.; Kazulin, A.U.; Shymau, U.M. et al. (eds) [ 132 465
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I i 8 i s ptIG P A 4 v  [Minsk: Belkartahrafiya]. (Hericium, Sparassis) 
435 YURCHENKO, E.O. (2003). Annotated list of non-poroid Aphyllophorales of 
Belarus. Mycotaxon 86: 37–66. (Ca, Cl, Co, Cy, H, Irpex, Lentinellus, P, 22 Schizo-
phyllum, T) 
436 YURCHENKO, E.O. (2003). Association of corticioid fungi with other organ-
isms and a concept database for inventorying fungal diversity. In Andri-
anova, T.V.; Minter, D.W. (eds), XIV CEM abstracts. XIV Congress of European 
Mycologists. Katsiveli, Yalta, Crimea, Ukraine. 22–27 September 2003: 62–63. 
Kiev: ST DRUK. (Co) 
437 YURCHENKO, E. (2003). x orticioid fungi (Basidiomycetes) in different bio-
coenoses of Byarezinski Biosphere Reserve, Belarus. Karstenia 43(2): 55–65. (Co) 

















































p Corticiaceae s. l.). The analysis and some 
regularities of wood-inhabiting fungi species assemblages formation in forest 
communities (example of Corticiaceae s. l.). In Yurchenko, E.O.; Gapienko, O.S. 
(editors-compilers) [ y P ;p 7 8 9 , z . { .; F G n |p 7 8 9 , { . x . ( P p R G8 q 9 P L -
4 9 4Sq G:| q paI| )], bﬁ\[ aŁ\Y , `\`i_dU6_ﬁU    a\[ aŁ\Y  Łf)6    
f f)aZ0X  aa` ﬁ
`i_drUS    UŁf06?ﬁ_6W dZ0iSUS . 1 G q p P |GILM~pt R A 7 G P 9 R 7 9










80 r¡¢ – ¡. 4 p 7 qt2 o P 2 ¡¢¢.£O < ¤\< Biology, systematics and ecology of 
fungi in natural and agricultural ecosystems. Proceedings of the International Sci-






< Minsk: Pravo i ekonomika. (Co) 
439 YURCHENKO, E.O. (2004). Corticioid fungi associated with apple-tree in Bela-
rus: results of 12-years investigation. In Yurchenko, E.O.; Gapienko, O.S. (edi-
tors-compilers ¤V¦ y P ;p 7 8ﬁ9) §z < { < ¨ F G n |p 7 8 9) ~{ < x <  P p R G8 q 9 P L - 4 9 4Sq G:| q paI| ¤©  
b[ﬁŁ\Yª~`i`i_drU6_ﬁU«t[ﬁŁ\YkŁfS¬0f)
f06aZ0X	¬at`\ `i_drU6}­UaŁf) ﬁ



































Biology, systematics and ecology of fungi in natural and agri-
cultural ecosystems Proceedings of the International Scientific Conference 
(Minsk, September 20–24, 2004): 304–310. 1 | 7 4 8l¥ P G:)9c| Q 8ﬁ9 7 90MB|8
G < Minsk: 
Pravo i ekonomika. (Co) 
                                                 
22 The genus Porotheleum. 
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440 YURCHENKO, E.O. (2004, publ. 2005). Tomentella lapida. Mycena 4: 2 + front 
cover. (Co) 
441 YURCHENKO, E.O. (2004, publ. 2005). Vesiculomyces citrinus. Mycena 4: 2 + 
front cover. (Co) 
442 YURCHENKO, E.O.; GOLUBKOV, V.V. (2003). The morphology, biology, 
and geography of a necrotrophic basidiomycete Athelia arachnoidea in Belarus. 
Mycological Progress 2(4): 275–284. (Co) 
443 YURCHENKO, E.O.; VYNAEV, G.V. (2002). A rare polypore Grifola frondosa in 
Minsk City. Mycena Minsk, St-Petersburg 2(1): 69–74. 
http://www.mycena.org/Vol.2,No.1/Mycena2(1)_69-74.pdf (P) 
444 YURCHENKO, E.O.; ZMITROVICH, I.V. (2001). Variability of Hyphoderma 
setigerum (Corticiaceae s. l., Basidiomycetes) in Belarus and northwest Russia. 
Mycotaxon 78: 423–434. (Co) 
445 ZAKHAROV, V.K. [  	 , 
 .  .] (1948). 	    (Trametes pini)   
ﬀﬂﬁ
ﬃ   ﬁ ﬀ 	 ﬁ"! #  $ &%('  ( ) ﬁ"* ,+'  '- ﬀﬂﬁ +-.-'/ ,  *,ﬁ $ ﬁ -0  1 / !2ﬁ -3 * '  
 	45  + ﬁ  *  ﬁ  , '- $  ﬀ 0 1 .-' ﬁ  $ / !2ﬁ -3#  + ﬁ  ﬁ '--4 ) [Red ring rot 
(Trametes pini) in Belovezhskaya Pushcha forests (Research methods, pine 
stands infection degree, damaged wood using)]. In 6-78:9	;	<&=  ;>?	@;A-B  CD9.?E 8:F  
(  ﬁ"ﬀ &ﬂﬃ'-#  ﬀ&ﬁ   *,ﬁ 	'G ﬁ ﬃ'-#  '- * ' *  * ) [Collection of Scientific Proceedings 
(Byelorussian Forestry Engineering Intitute)] 7: 38–65. (P) 
446 ZHYTNIKOVA, M.V.; (FEDOROV, N.I.) FIODOROV, N.I. H IKJ-L,M-JN O	P



















and spreading of Heterobasidion annosum intersterility groups in forest stands of 
Belarus. In Yurchenko, E.O.; Gapienko, O.S. (editors-compilers jK}~ ^ﬂ [ MP
NO
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ogy, systematics and ecology of fungi in natural and agricultural ecosystems Proceed-
ings of the International Scientific Conference (Minsk, September 20–24, 2004): 






I am grateful to Mr D.G. Mitchel (Environment & Heritage Service, Belfast, UK) for 
correcting the English. I had the opportunity to become acquainted with some old 
sou ¯°±²5³µ´/¶,·/¸¹º·»³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Institute of Botany, Kraków, Poland). 
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